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IN THE STEPS OF SCHR8DINGER

The dynamic forces of science and technology affect the

definition of hurna:) rights. It could scall'cely be othelfwlse in the

last yeags of the twentieth centu.y. QuP time has seen many

ll'emall'kable scientific and technological developments. They

pll'ofoundly affect the individual, the social enviJ'onment, the

ll'elationships of nation states and the planet. They Keach out

into space. The dll'eams of scientists of yesterday become the

fascinating achievements of today and the pll'ospects of tomoY.OW.

In this ll'eview, an attempt will be made to illustJ'ate

(foJ' no mo~e is possible) the way in which some of the main

scientific and technological developme~ts of OUg time affect the

traditional perceptions of human ~ights, expressed as they often

are in language de~ived from the 17th and 18th century doct~ines

of the Rights of Man. Such prescriptions were based, quite

f~equently, on geligious beliefs or writings on natural law. It

is timely to look afresh at the definition of human rights and at

the endeavouH to catalogue them. It is not necessary to debate

whether, as is claimed, the main scientific and technological

developments themselves have a common origin in the Hemagkable

insights into quantum physics de~ived principally from the wouk

of Erwin SchYbdinger in Germany in the mid 1920s. 1 Lawyers, by

education and training are typically uninterested in physics and
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mathematics. The definition and enforcement of human ,ights

temains overwhelmingly the province of lawye.s - most of them

ignorant of the detail of modern technological developments and

uninterested in the scientific theories that suppowt them.

Uncomfortably for the lawyer, the nature of humanity, the

organisation of society and the very persistence of civilisation

aye now profoundly and increasingly affected by the doings of the

scie:1tist and the mathematicia:1. To peJrsist with "two WQJtlds" in

which lawyers cling to the familiar civil, political and economic

.ights sUbstantially defined befo.e the scientific developments

of .ecent decades is to tun the .isk of failing to add.ess

attention to ungent problems as to human tights, simply because

these ave so complex, contxoversial or unfamiliay. Alte~natively,

the risk is .un that old statements of human .ights, framed in

earlier times, will prove ir.elevant, incompetent o. unacceptable

when measured against the new and urgent p.oblems which science

and technology present.

This review is timely for a number of reasons. Some of

them ave domestic; some aye universal. In Australia, the debate

about human ~ights has taken on a new focus by .eason of two

initiatives of the Federal Goveynment. The first is the

int.oduction into the Australian Pa.liament of the legislation to

enact an Australian Bill of Rights. 2 The second is the

establishment of the new Constitutional Commission with terms of

reference which include a ~equi~ement to repo.t before 30 June,

1988 on the .evision of the Aust.alian Constitution inter alia to

"ensure that democratic I'ights a~e guallanteed". 3 One of the

advisory committees to assist the COmmission is cha.ged with the

examination of "individual a:"ld democll'atic wights unde" the

Constitutio:1". At the end of Januall'y, 1986 the Commissio:1 had its
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fi.st meeting in Sydney.

As will be shown, some of the objections which ha~e been

voiced to the terms of the proposed Aust.alia~ Bill of Rights

arise f.om scientific and technological developments, unknown o.

of little sig:"lificance when the la:lguage, hom which the Bill is

derived, was fi.st w.itten. Developments in the field of biology

present the clea.est illust.ations of the difficulty of applying

human tights provisions designed to protect life to ci.cumstances

whe.e human life can now be developed in vit.o and made the

subject of investigation, experimentation, cont.act, use and

dest.uction. The noted histo.ian, Professor Geoff.ey Blainey,

c.iticised the composition of the Constitutional Commission and

its committees on the gwound that "no scientist 01' technologist

of distinction has been asked to sha.e in the .esha~ing of a

constitution which will be quickly outdated if it does not

envisage how ~ew inventions could altex daily life and national

delibeliations in the next half centUll'y".4 By way of contll'ast, in

the ~ost Fwanco democ.atic constitution of Spain, ca1l'e was taken

to include in the definition of the human .. ights, to be I'espected

and enfo ..ced in the new democliacy, at least some ent..enched

wights (notably on data ~ ..otection and data secu .. ity) which,

although a~t fol' the last qua.tel' of the 20th centuxy, find no

~lace in the human .. ights debates which accom~anied the French

and Amell'ican ..evolutio:1s two centull'ies ea.1ie,. It is to be

hoped, that in time, in Aust~alia, OU1l' belated embrace of the

notion of a Cha1l'tel' of Rights will not .est content with adding

to OUll' Constit~tion, itself la ..ge1y devised in the 18805, the

catalogue of .. ights which was agit3ting the ~hiloso~he~s in the

17805. In a countll'y of mall'kedly declining chu1l'ch attendances
5

and

in which agnostisism is rapidly inc.easing,6 lengthY ll'eflections
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upon freedom of religion, although not to be dispa~aged, may be

of less immediate relevance to human ~ights concerns today than

provisions about freedom hom undue invasion of data p.ivacy. In

a country in which the media of mass communications, printed and

electronic, aIe in relatively few hands, guaIanteed rights of

access to info.mation and to use of the media of mass

communications may be of mo~e sig~ificance than gene.alised

statements about free speech and the fwee press. These remarks

are not to disparage the importance of the Australian Bill of

Rights initiative or the enduring relevance of the list of civil

and political rights there collected. They are to make the point

that the world has moved on. A new series of p.oblems have

presented themselves. Most of them are traceable to science and

technology.,

Until quite recently, the general attitude of informed

people in countries such as Australia was that the benefits

accruing to mankind from scientific discoveries, and thei~

applications through technology, aye essential attributes of

human p ..og~ess, overWhelmingly beneficial. Reflections upon the

tervible destruction of the two World Wars, and other mo..e

limited conflicts since 1945, together with concern about the

capacity of modevn weapons of nuclear, chemical and

bacteriological warfare, to cause suffering and even annihilation

of mankind have more recently produced, a more pessimistic mood.

Increasingly it is recognised that not all science is good for

humanity.. Even scientific developments generally thought

beneficial (such as the .eduction of infant mo.tality and the

"green revolution" in agricultural production) may produce an

explosive increase in population Which puts unacceptable pressure

upon food supplies, liVing space and economic ..esou~ces.7 The
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To .ecoId these growing reservations about science and

human rights without effective gua.antees of life, libe.ty. food,

contribute to the .eal expansion of human tights in the

developing world by the transfer of ha.d technology. 11 Talk of

tight to development and the duty of developed countries to

fuels. It is not my present purpose to enter the debate about the

othe.wise with the ultimate depletion of energy based on fossil

under appropriate conditions, pyesent advantages to mankind faced

people. These developments also have significance fa. the

modernisation of backward economies. Even nuclear fission may,

individuals to speak instantaneously to hund.eds of millions of

the right of free speech so that it may now e~tend fa. beyond the

limited capacity envisaged in 1789. They pevmit leade's and

informatics promote the flow of information. Satellites enhance

fundamental oy paramount importance essential to a decent and

fulfilling human life. 9 Biotechnology relieves pain and

suffering. For e~ample it may help otherwise childless couples to

the fulfilment of family life, itself the SUbject of many human

rights gua.antees.10 Computers and the other developments of

which they may make to huma~ tights, defined as ~ights of

technology is not to cast doubt upon the positive contributions

unde~mine the capacity of an economy to fulfil a gua~antee of the

ltight to work.
S

bJ'ings the new technology may abolish much routine labour and

responsible EoI' pollution of the environment. The compute. which

fundamental. The factories which bring industry may be

individual rights such as in Australians would be regarded as

regime of strict biIth cont.ol which may challenge notions of

suffelting. In othe .. countries, the J'esult is the imposition of a

result, in at least some of the countries affected is huma~
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shelte~ and security may appeat empty in count.ies where those

Iights cannot be guaranteed and where human tights ate allegedly

debased by the deprivation of access to technology which would be

rega.ded as essential in a country such as Australia.

It is not necessary to be a Luddite 0' to be opposed to

scientific and technological developments, simply because one is

alert to the .isks which they pose fot the fundamental tights of

humanity. What is essential is that people who in 1986 profess an

interest in human tights, should lift their sights ftam the

catalogue of conce.ns of the 17th century philosophers

_ important although they mostly still ate - and interest

themselves in the new challenges Which science and technology

~Yesent today. Happily, in the i~tewnational development of

human Tights, this is begin~ing to happen, although slowly. Yet

so faT theTe is little evidenCe of mOTe than a selective inteTest

in the subject in AustTalia.

INTERNATIONAL DEV£LOPMENTS

The intellectual and institutional developments on human

Tights in the second half of the 20th centuTy have been descwibed

as a ~TemaTkable Tevitalisatioo and extension of the gTeat 17th

and 18th centuTy doctwine of human Tights". 12 TheTe is no doubt

that, in pa~t, the motive fOTce behind this phenomenon has been

the Tising poweT and influence, in the inteToational community,

of the United states of ArneTica. The TevolutionaTy oTigi05 of

that count.y, the DeclaTation of Independence and the Bill of

Rights adopted in 1790 pTofoundly affected, and continue to

affect, the natuTe of ArneTican society, They influenced President

wilson's 14 points fOT a peace settlement in 1919. They explain

pwesident F.D. Roosevelt's call to the inteTnational community to

uphold the Pou~ Preedoms - freedom of speech and expTession,
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These goals, adapted as Allied war aims, in turn influenced the 

foundation of the United Nations O.ganisation. From the start, 

one of the objectives of that organisation has beEm "to promote 

I'espect fa. hUrna:'} tights and fundamental f.eedoms".l3 Although 

thete is much justifiable cynicism and disillusionment with the 

wo.ld body, now in its fifth decade, the.e can be little doubt 

that it has played a significant pa~t in the development of an 

inte1'national ju.isp.udence of human .ights. The.e is a "pa1'adox" 

pointed up by Egan Schwelb. One of the puwposes of the United 

Nations, an o.ganisation of gove.:1ments, is the promotion and 

encou.agement of respect fa. human .ights. Therefore, the 

governments of the States Members of the United Natio:'}s by the 

Unive.sal Declaration of Human Rights and other human rights 

instruments have engaged "in the task of protecting their own 

citizens against themselves",14 What is now necessalf¥ is a 

lfecognition of an additional palfadox:. Gove1'nments and other 

entities need p1'otection themselves, lest they and the citizens 

and residents in their care, lose rights, hitherto regarded as 

fundamental to humanity (including even life itself) by reason of 

the potentialities of moder:'} technology.1S 

Australia, and specifically Dr. H.V. Evatt, took a 

leading part in the initiation of the early efforts of the United 

Nations Ol'ganisatio:'} to define and prescribe human rights. 16 The 

result was, in tu.n, the unive.sal Declaration of Human Rights 

(1948), the Inte.national Covenant on Civil and political Rights 

and the Inte.national Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultu.al 

Rights (1966).17 There have been many other relevant conve:'}tions. 

Australia has the best record of any country of its I'egion in 

ratifying and implementing, by domestic law, these effo~ts of the 
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international community to lay down univeysal rules of civilised

behaviour. The other covenants include the Covenant on the Status

of Women (19Sl), on the political Rights of Women (1953) the

rnternational convention on the Elimination of all Porms of

Racial Discrimination (1965), and so on.

One of the consequences of the development of the notion

of "hwna:"l wights" through the United Nations, with its I'apidly

expanding membership coming from all pattts of the wo.ld has been

a noticeable shift in the debate. That shift has reflected the

composition of the United Nations Organisation itself. Whe.eas

immediately after its establishmentt reflecting the then

overWhelming influence of the countyies of Weste~n Europe and

No.th Ameyiea, the conce,ns of the inte.natio~al human tights

debate weve still pvofoundly influenced by such human tights

statements as the Fvench Declaration of the Rights of Man and of

the Citizen of 1789 and the Arneriean Bill of Rights of 1790, by a

decade late., the emphasis had changed significantly. The

Inte.national Covenant on Economic, Social and cultu~al Rights in

its p.eamble places emphasis upon the fact that "the ideal of

f.ee human beings enjoying f.eedom ftom fear and want can only be

achieved if conditions are created whereby eve.yone may enjoy his

economic, social and cultu.al .ights as well as his civil and

political .ights".18 Now, it is the developed wotld in which

the.e is a vising conce.n about the implications for fundamental

.ights in 'espect of the new technology. This is because it is

the countries of the advanced economies which enjoy that

technology whose people ave the,efo~e exposed to thei~ risks and

dangers (as well as to their benefits). Gene'ally speaking, it

is difficult to enlist gneat inte.est in the dangeYs of

info.mation technology to pe.sonal privacy in countries which do
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nevertheless endanger the wights and freedoms of

individuals and will requill'e continuing attention." 19

and cultural progness, such developments may

advances have opened up p.ospects fat economic social

"18 While scientific discove:ries and technological

However, the process of interdisciplinary and

Assembly.20 The ASSembly invited the united Nations Secwetawy
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General to unde.take, with the assistance of the Advisory

Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to

oevelopment and in cooperation with the executive heads of the

competent specialised agencies, a study of the problems a.isiog

in connection with human tights from developments in science and

technology. The General Assembly instruction specified in

particular the difficuLties that we.e perceived as arising f,om

the following stand points:

(a) .espect fa. the privacy of individuals and the

integ.ity and sovereignty of nations in the light of

advances in recording and other techniques;

(b) protection of the human personality and its

physical and intellectual integrity in the light of

advances in biology, medicine and biochemistYYi

(c) use of elect~onics which might affect the ~ights of

peYsons and the limits which should be placed on such

uses in a democYactic society, and

(d) mo~e generally "the bala!'lce which should be

established between scientific and technological

prog~ess and the intellectual, spi~itual, cultu~al and
, 21

moral advancement of humanity.

A prelimina~y repo~t prepa.ed as a result of this resolution

called attention to the additional problems of the deteJ'io~ation

of the human environment, the population explosion, the

incJ'easingly destructive powe. of nuclea' weapons and the haza,ds

arising from atomic xadiation. As a result of these initiatives a

numbey of agencies of the United Nations organisation we.e

brought into the new debate, including the Economic and Social

Council, the World Health Organisation (relevant to the health

aspects of hUman rights and scientific and technological
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What has been lacking at the inte~national level, as in

emerged to pull together the implications of nuclear physics,

piecemeal legislation is enacted. No Luthe' of JURisprUdence has

solving the controversies ptesented by the new technology.

for earliet times, are sCTutinised for thei~ possible utility in

conceptual way. Instead old human rights instruments, developed

the last 50 yeats, and their impact on human rights, in a

reflect the major scientific and technological developments of

these and other .easons thete has been little endeavour to

dilemmas that ave posed, many of which seem intvactable. FOT

controVeTsy of some of the questions raised and the moral

society aTe considered. In pa#t, it is because of the high

aspects of the new technology and their impact on humanity and

uncongenial mystevy. In part, it has been because of the

specialised institution, national and international, in which

have, until noW, been largely the pvovince of lawye~S fOR whom

scientific and technological developments are often an

been attached. In paTt, it is because the human Tights debates

informatics and biotechnology for 21st Centu~y man and woman.

with the pvioTities to which impowtance has more t~aditionally

Tights. In pavt, this is because of the continuing infatuation

relevance of scientific developments fo~ the concept of human

domestic jurisdiction, has been a perception of the ovevall

1970s, addvessed themselves to various aspects of the new

technology as it affects human rights.
22

Economic co_operation and Development (OECD) have, since the

o~ganisation (UNESCO) and non-univevsal gvoupings such as the

No~dic council, the council of Eu~ope and the Ovganisation for

the united Nations Educational, scientific and cultu~al

developments) and the Commission on Human Rights. These bodies,
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emerged to pull togethe~ the implications of nucleat physics, 

info.matics and biotechnology fa. 21st Centu#y man and woman. 
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

Conce~ns about the impact on human rights of nuclear 

fission de~ive f'om the unp.ecedented dest.uctive fo.ce of 

weapons of mass destruction which have been developed as the 

technological p.oduct of this .emarkable scie~tific developme~t, 

Without human life, talk of civil and political .ights and even 

of social and economic tights is pointless. The.efo.e, conce.~ 

about the manipulation of nuclea~ fission in the fo.m of weapons 

quite naturally att.acts the attention of those, a~xious about 

the futu.e of human ~ights, The obvious dange.s to hUman life 

include the delibe'ate detonation of nuclear a.senals by 

gove.nments o~ te •• orists, accident o. sabotage at nuclear power 

stations and the long te.m pollution of the envi.onment by radio-

active mate.ials which escape f.om weapons, power stations o. 

their waste P.Oducts. 23 But as Sieghatt has pointed out, the.e 

a.e other dangers less obvious. They include the .isk that the 

very safegua.ds which may be int.oduced fo. the pu.pose of 

cont.olling the dange.ous p.oliferation of nuclear material, may 

lead to "an insidious, g.adual and deleterious change in the 

nature of f.ee societies w,24 

The sixth .epo.t of the B.itish Royal Commission on 

Envi.onmental Pollution (chai'ed by Si. B.ian Flowe.s, F,R,S) was 

clearly concerned about the .isks, both di.ect and indi~ect, 

which would attend a significant proliferation of plutonium 

fuelled powe. stations, 

"What is most to be feared is an insidious growth in 

surveillance in response to a g.owing th.eat as the 

amount of plutonium in existence, and familia.ity with 

its prope.ties, increases; and the possibility that a 
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~ealisation of the need to increase secu~ity measuves

and surveillance to a degtee that would be regarded as

wholly unacceptable, but which could not then be avoided

because of the extent of out dependence on plutonium fow

enetgy supplies.,,25

To some, the supply of cheap elect.icity fJ'om intell'nationally

weliable fuel suppliets is a matte~ of paramount social need.

Others have expressed their fears by the aphoJ'ism that they would

"J'athel!' ltead the Bill of Rights by candle light than not to have

it to J'ead at all". 26 The need for protection of the tights of

the many from the risks of the deranged terrorist Ot determined

blackmailet having access to nuclear material has already

ptoduced international teactions with consequences fot human

ll'ights. In Octobet, 1979, the Intetnatio:1al Atomic Enell'gy Agency

announced that aftet two yeats of negotiations, some 58 natio:1s

had agteed on the text of the fitst international Convention on

the physical PJ'otection of Nucleat Material. Article 5

establishes a compll'ehensive international netwoTk fol!'

"coopell'ation and assistance to the maximum feasible extent" in

"cootdi:1ating recove"ty and tesponse opell'atio:1s in the event of

any unauthotised removal, use or altewation of nucleall' material

and in the event of credible threat thereof". The implications

of this Convention, and a future and mOl!'e stringent condition

that may be imposed as nucleall' installations proliferate in the

world, for an open society and for civil liberties, is alJ'eady

the subject of much anxious writing. 27 The wviters are not

necessatily supporters of nuclear disaJ'mament or opponents of

UJ'anium mining. Many ate simply conce.~ed lawyeTs who conside~

that the delicate balance of civil libevties will be profou~dly

affected, and even mortally undeTmined, by the defence measu~es
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that will be necessary fOr society to protect its survival

against the enormous risks involved in nuclear material

proliferation. The concern is with the "creep effect". In

illustration, reference is made to the fact that between 1976 and

1979, a period in which there were no additions to the u~ited

Kingdom civil nuclear power pll'oggam, the strength of the British

Atomic Energy ~uthority's special constabulary incweased by 50%

from 400 to 600. It is pointed out that this is the only police

force in the United Kingdom (save fa. certain units at airports

lately so authorised) to carry automatic weapons and the Chief

Constable of which is not answerable to any elected assembly.28

In Canada, a recent decisio~ of the Supyeme Court

illustrates the way in Which, in default of human rights measures

specific to scientific and technological issues, attempts will be

made to call in aid other, moye general, statements of

fundamental rights in an attempt to promote a desired policy

relevant to the new technology. In Opetation Dismantle Inc & Ots

v The Queen & 0'529 , the appellants sought to challenge the

decision of the Canadian Federal Cabinet to permit the testing by

the united States of Am~rica in Canadian territory of cll'uise

missiles. The appellants invoked s 7 of the Canadian Chatter of

Rights and F.eedoms. That provision states:

"Everyone has the ll'ight to life, liberty, security of

the person and the right not to be deprived thereof

except in accoll'dance with the principles of fundamental

justice."

The appellants sought a declaration that the decision of the

Canadian Cabinet to permit testing was unconstitutional as being

in breach of this provision. They also sought an injunction to

prohibit the testing. A judge of the Fede~al Cou~t .efused the

."c,,':-;,
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the reaction to the Pederal Cabinet's decision to permit the

nations were not capable of prediction on the basis of evidence

missiles. But since the foreign policy decisions of independent

to any degree of certainty approaching probability, the nature of

arena of uncertainty and change would react to the Canadian

allegation depended upon assumptions and hypotheses about how

from the Cabinet's decision to permit the testing. This

GOvernment's decision to permit the testing of the cruise

allegation of an increase in the risk of nuclear wa)l' resulting

out that the alleged violation of the Charter turned on an

be proved to result from the impugned Government act. He pointed

the Charter could only give rise to a duty on the part of the

Executive to refrain from peymitting the testing if it could be

said that a deprivation of life o. security of the peyson could

independent and sovereign nations operating in an international
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particular act of the Executive Government violated or threatened

obligation under s 24 of the Charter to decide whether any

to violate any right of the citizen. Dickson, J held that s 7 of

question". The Supreme COUyt of Canada had a constitutional

was not insulated from review because it was a "political

the Chall'ter. Wilson, J specifically affirmed that the decision

that Cabinet discussions we.e not reviewable by the courts under

and Lamer JJ concurred) differed slightly from the reasoning of

Bertha Wilson, J. All Judges rejected the Gove~nment's contention

Dickson, J (as he then was) (with whom Estey, McIntyre, Chouinard

unanimously upheld this decision. Howevet, the reasoning of

Appeal unanimously allowed the appeal, st.uck out the statement

of claim and dismissed the action. The supreme Court of Canada

disclosing no reasonable cause of action. The Federal Court of

Government's motion to strike out the statement of claim as
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testing of the united States missiles could only be a matte~ of

"speculation". AcCordingly, the appellants could neve~ pll'ove the

causal link between the decision to permit the testing and the

inc~ease in the threat of nuclear conflict. Fo~ this reason no

breach of s 7 of the Charte~ was provable and the statement of

claim should be struck out.

Wilson, J was pll'epared to go fu~thell' than the majoll'ity

and to contemplate cill'cumstances in which a govell'nment initiative

in respect of nuclear weapons might contravene the Chall'tell':

"A declall'ation of wall' ••• almost certainly incll'eases the

.isk to most citizens of death Oll' inju.y. Acceptance of

the appellants' submissions, it seems to me, would mean

that any such decla~ation would also have to be rega.ded

as a violation of s 7. I cannot think that that could be

a pll'oper inte.pll'etation of the Chall'ter.

This is not to say that evell'y gave.nmental action that

is PUll'po.tedly taken in fUll'the.ance of national defence

would be beyond the reach of S 7. If, for example,

testing the cruise missiles posed a direct thll'eat to

some specific segment of the populace - as, fall' example,

if it were being tested with live wa.heads - I think

that might well .aise diffell'ent considell'ations. A COUll't

might find that that constituted a violation of s 7 and

it might then be up to the government to try to

establish that testing the cll'uise with live wa~heads was

justified undell' s 1 of the Charter. section 1, in my

opinion, is the uniquely Canadian mechanism thll'ough

which the courts are to determine the justiciability of

particular issues that come before .it. It embodies,

through its ~efe~ence to a fwee and democratic society,

I
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i
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the essential featuwes of au. constitution including the

separation of powers, I'esponsible government and the

Rule of Law. It obviates the need f06 a "political

questions" doctrine and pel'mits the court to deal with

what might be termed "prudential" considerations in a

principled way without renouncing its constitutional and

mandated responsibility for judicial review.,,30

Australia is fa. from the canadian position. In Canada, the

Chalfte" is pa .. t of the Constitution. In Austll'alia the proposed

Bill of Rights will not have constitutional status. It will not

be judicially enfol'ceable. It is designed to provide a "shield

not a sword".31 At the time of wviting, it is not enacted.

Accordingly, the prospect of the Aust.alian cou.ts becoming

involved in the kind of question upon which the sup.erne cou.t of

Canada was .esexved for mo.e than a yeav in opexation Dismantle

seems, at this stage, .emote. Many lawye.s in Austvalia would

doubtless b.eathe a sigh of .elief, believing that such issues

a.e bette' .esolved in the elected .athe' than the unelected

o.gans of gove.nment. On the other hand, the notion of a mode.n

human .ights instvument with nothing specific to say about the

g.eatest potential danger to human .ights, in nucleav

destruction, will be condemned by some as concent.ating on lesser

p.io.ities, whilst igno.ing the cent.al th.eat to human

existence, without which human .ights can have no meaning. On the

other hand, this omission may be nothing mo.e than an

acknowledgment of the limitations of the law and of cu.wently

available inte.national and domestic institutions for solving

dilemmas which, however impo.tant for human .ights, have othe.,

wide. geopolitical dimensions~

"...;.
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questions" doctrine and pel'mits the cou.t to deal with 

what might be termed npl'udential" conside.ations in a 

pl'incipled way without I'enouncing its constitutional and 

mandated responsibility for judicial :teview."30 
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Bill of Rights will not have constitutional status. It will not 

be judicially enforceable. It is designed to provide a "shield 

not a swol'd". 31 At the time of w. iting, it is not enac ted. 
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destruction, will be condemned by some as concentrating on lesser 

priorities, whilst igool'ing the central threat to human 

existence, without which human rights can have no meaning. On the 

other hand, this omission may be nothing mo.e than an 

acknowledgment of the limitations of the law and of curwently 

available international and domestic institutions for solving 

dilemmas which, however important fol' human rights, have other, 

wide. geopolitical dimensions~ 
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to this convention by the united Kingdom which produced the

passage of the Data Protection Act 1984 (UK).

Numerous domestic laws on data protection, stimulated by

the developments in the Nordic Council and the Council of Eu.ope

(and late. the Eu.opean Parliament) produced inte.national

concern that the proliferating data protection (or privacy) laws

could impede the development of the new technology, diminish

effective protection to the individual because of the Keso~t to

"data havens" and frustrate the hall'rno!'lious develo!?ment of fait

information practices, necessary if the tights of individuals

were to be effectively safeguarded in the new technological

advances and assured of their benefits. The vesult has been the

endeavouv, upon a wider international stage, to give greatev

focus to the g.enerality of the la:lguage guall'a:lteeing "privacy"

which appears in the Universal Declaration and the International

Covenant o~ civil and Political Rights33 and to stimulate concern

beyond the countries of Europe and North Amevica, which were the

first to enact pvivacy/data protection laws. Hence, the

initiative~ in the DECO and UNESCO. of greatest relevance to

Australia ~lI'e the Guideli:les adopted by the Council of the DECD

in September 1980 on the Protection of Privacy and TlI'ansborder

Flows of Personal Data. 34 Australia announced its adherence to

these Guidelines in December 1984.

The Guidelines ',o/eJ'e proposed as "a consensus on basic

principles which can be built into existing national legislation,

all' serve as a basis for legislation in those countJ'ies which do

not yet have it".35 They contain seven principles. The

"collection limitatio!1 pll'i!1ciple" proposes that thelfe should be

limits to the collection of personal data and that a:lY such data

should be obtained by lawful and fai~ means and, where
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appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject. 

The "data quality principle" proposes that personal data should 

be relevant for the pu~poses for which they a~e to be used and, 

to the exte~t necessary for those purposes, should be accurate, 

complete and kept up to date. The "purpose specification 

principle" proposes that the purposes for which l?eJlsonal data are 

collected should be specified not later than at the time of data 

collection. The "use limitation principle" would limit the 

disclosu~e of personal data to those specified purposes unless 

with the consent of the data subject or authowitive law. The 

"security safeguards principle" would guatantee that pell'sonal 

data is protected by reasonable security safeguards against loss, 

unautho.ised acceSs, destruction, use, modification or 

disclosuJ'e. The "openness p~incil?le" proposes a geneval policy of 

ol?enness about practices and the availability of data. The 

"accountability pyinciple" would nominate a data controller to be 

accountable for complying with these tules. But the most 

impoJ'ta!"lt principle, called "individual participation", would 

confer upon the individual the tight to obtain from the data 

controlle. or otherwise confi,mation of the existence of data 

related to him and to have access to such data in a reasonable 

time, at no excessive cost, in a ,easonable manne, and in a fo,m 

readily intelligible. If denied acceSs, he should be given the 

reasons and be able to challenge the denial. 

In 1983 the Australia!") Law Reform Commission delivered 

its rel?ort on p.ivacy.36 The Commissio:1 adopted the OECD 

Guidelines as providing the framework for infotmation p~ivacy 

rights in Austwalia. In the schedule to the d.aft PYivacy Bill 

annexed to the Commission's report a-..e collected "information 

pJ'ivacy principles", deJ'ived ftom the OECD Guideli:1.es. 37 They 

:i 
i,' 
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the economic well being of the countlfY, fo .. the pll'evention of

disordelf 0' crime for the pll'otection of health o~ mo,al
s

or fo~

society in the interests of national security, pUblic safety or

public authOl'ity with the e:<ercise of these 'lights, " e :<cept such

as is in accordance with the law and is necessa~y in a democratic

cowttespondence. Article 8 pat (2) limits inte.fe.ence by a

This guarantees .espect for p.ivate and family life, the home and

of the tights confe••ed by Article 8 of the EU.opean Convention.

1950 on Human Rights and Fundamental Fyeedoms. An application was

made to the Eu.opean Human Rights Commission alleging violation

said to satisfy the .equirements of the European Convention of

found it impossible to see how the .elevant English law could be

Sit Robe.t Megartty, V.C, dimisSin9 the claim, stated that he

the English coUtts dismissing a claim for a declaration that the

tapping of the applicant's telephone calls had been unlawful.
39

Kingdom. The case in the Eu.opean Cou.t followed a decision in

is called to notice by a judgment of the European Court of Human

Rights in respect of telephonic inte.ception in the united

Many other issues relevant to individual .ights in the

develOping info.mation technology tequire attention. One of them

Reform commission on the p.otection of p.ivacy in .elation to the

collection and dissemination of infotmation.
38

legislation will be introduced in the Budget Session of the

Australian Patliament in 1986 to implement the ~epottt of the Law

Te~~ito'y, The Federal Attorney-General has announced that

the public and p~ivate secto'S of the Australian Capital

_ecords in the Fede~al public sector throughout Austtalia and in

personal records. The Commission's proposals .elate to such

complaints about unfair info~mation practices in respect of

p~ovide the c~iteria to be taken into account in determining
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the p __ otection of the wights and f __ eedoms of othe __ s". Before the

Euyopean COUTt, it was ~ot disputed that the telephone had been

inte __ cepted by police investigating va~ious offences of

dishonesty. The autho~ities ~efused to disclose whethe~, in

addition to this, the telephone had been "mete~ed" to I'egistel'

outwal'd telephone calls. The subject of the interception had

been cha.ged with a numbe. of offences of dishonesty involving

the handling of stolen goods but had been acquitted. The judgment

of the EUl'opean Coutt of Human Rights c.iticised the absence of

legislation in the united Kingdom I'egulating the issue of

wa __ .ants 01' contl'olling the way in which mete __ ed information was

used. Although there weNe __ ules of pl'actice undel' which such

wal'l'ants wel'e given, they did not have the authol'ity of law.

specifically, they did not cont.ol the Home Secretary's

discretion to issue way.ants. Much attention was paid in the

Eu.opean court's judgment to the exception in Article 8 pa~ (2)

of "in acco.dance wi th the law". In a p.evious judgment the Court

had laid emphasis on the need to protect the individual from the

al'bitra.y exel'cise of powey in secret by the Executive

Gove.oment.40 In this case, it was held that administrative

conventions wel'e no substitute for a legal Tule, publicly

available. It thell'efo.e found that the united Kingdom had

violated the Jl'ights of the SUbject. In a democll'atic society, the

COUl't held, the authority of the Executive to tap telephones

should be strictly I'egulated so as to pl'esetve the best interests

of that society f.om arbit.al'y intetfe.ence in secl'et by the

Executive Govel'nment. A satisfactory system of judicial contl'ol

could safegual'd individual I'ights and ensul'e that such

inte.fe.ences as took place well'e only such as wel'e "necessall'Y in

a democ.atic society". As a :result of this judgment, the united
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Kingdom Payliame~t enacted the Inteyception of Communications Act

1985. The list of legislative and administ~ative changes

intYoduced in Bvitain as a consequence of findings of the

EuYopean Cou~t of Human Rights is long and significant. It

includes amendments to pYison 6ules, changes in corporal

punishment in schools, the enactment of the contempt of Court Act

1981, changes in legislation regulating homosexual conduct,

mental health practices and othe6s. 41 The proponents of the

Australian Bill of Rights contend that, in a modern democratic

society, a similar stimulus to neglectful governments and

legislators in Australia would not be out of place. In default of

specific and detailed statements of tights, apt for the

developments of new information technology, courts will be

invited to detive such rights ftom tYaditional statements cast in

byoad language. The ltight to "p .. ivacy" in patrticulaY will be

called upon to do much wo.k.

BIOTECHNOLOGY

Already in the 19605, commentators on human tights were

beginning to call to attention the importance for human .ights of

new developments in biology. At UNESCO in 1968 a call was made

for inte.disciplinary work to define the respective rights and

duties of those involved in o.gan t.ansplantation.
42

The wo.ld

community, after the shocking .evelation of human experimentation

on prisoners during World War II, particularly at Auschwitz

concentration camp, responded with a numbev of statements

relevant to the tights of patients and the duties of those

providing health care. The jUdgment of the International Military

Tribunal upon twenty th,ee Ge~man physicians who were t.ied fa.

crimes against humanity committed duting the way became the

SouBce of the "Nu.embulI'g Code."43 This tep.esented an attempt to
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set down the basic p.inciples to which any medical

experime~tatio~ on huma~ beings must conform if it is to satisfy

the .elevant mo.al, ethical and legal conside.ations. The

Nuremburg Code was refined and developed in the Declaration of

Helsinki in 1964. This was adopted at the 35th World M.edical

Assembly in Venice in 1983.
44

However, it is now increasingly realised that the~e is a

risk of denigration from the necessa,ily general statements of

human tights by biological manipulation made possible by

scientific developments. Thus, guarantees of "huma~ dignity" in

Articles 1, 5, 6, and 29( 1) of the universal Declaration of Huma~

Rights may be affected by foetal experimentation, experiments on

human subjects, in vitro fertilisation, embryo transplantation,

genetic manipulation, the sale of organs for transplantation and

so on. The promise of the ,ight to life, as in AJticle 3 of the

universal Declaration, raises inevitably the question of when

human life begins to which that guarantee applies. A new focus to

this cont.ove.sy is provided by claims to abo,tion on demand, ~

~ fe.tilisation and embryo transplantation. The assertion of

a right to "life" also raises the issue of the quality of life.

IS it life of any kind which is absolutely gua.anteed? May not

those who enjoy the "right" opt, in certain ci.cumstances, foIt

its termination?
Developments in the knowledge of human fertility add

fresh attention to the language of other gua~antees of human

.ights, expressed before the modern technology was available. Can

Article 16(1) of the Universal Declaration, with its guarantee

that men and women of full age have a ll'ight to mall'ry and "to

found a familY" pl'ovide SUPPOlTt fol' a claim to in vitro

fertilisation, embll'Yo transplantation, artificial insemination,

.\
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surrogate pa.enting and womb leasing, transplantation and the

like? Is the guaBantee of special cave and assistance for

motherhood and childhood in ARticle 25(2) relevant to the new

proceduwes available to overcome infertility? Is the guarantee of

adequate health and medical care in Article 25(1) the basis for a

claim of access without limitation to these expensive new

techniques?

The Victowian paRliament, appaBently alarmed by

advertisements offe.ing su.wogacy aTrangements
45

has enacted

legislation to make it an offence to adve.tise sUF~ogate

aRrangements and to .ender any such contvacts void and

unenforceable. Such legislation has also been presented in the

united Kingdom. But in the united Kingdom, such laws could be

challenged in the European Cou.t of Human Rights as violating the

guarantee of family pTivacy (ATticle 8) and the guaRantee of the

.ight to found a family (Article 12).

The provision of Article 18 of the Austwalian Bill of

Rights that "eveTY human being has the inhe.ent wight to life and

no peTson shall be arbitravily dep.ived of life" occasioned an

expvession of concern by the Australasian Episcopal Conference of

Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church. Refe •• ing to the p.ovisions

of clause 9(3) of the Bill, as originally dvawn, in which it was

stated that the wights and freedoms applied only fOT the benefit

of "natu.al persons", the Bishops expTessed amdety lest the

gua.antee in Awticle 18 should be construed to exclude the

unbo.n. 46 AS a consequence of this expressed concean the Bill was

later amended. In its pll'esent Eo.m, clause 9(3) states "the

~ights and flteedoms set out in the Bill of Rights do not apply

foli' the benefit of bodies politic or co,pol!'ate". The AttoRney-

Gene.al stated that this was all that had been intended by the
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of "natu.al pewsons", the Bishops expTessed amdety lest the 

gua.antee in Awticle 18 should be construed to exclude the 

unbovn. 46 As a consequence of this expressed concean the Bill was 
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oJ'iginal clause and the "efel1ence to "natural pe .. sons".47 But the

GoveJ'nment J'ejected an Opposition amendment de$igned to assewt

that human life exists f ..om the moment of fe .. tilisation. The

Ptesident of the AustJ'alasian Episcopal Confe ..ence has indicated

that the Gove ..nment's amendment to the legislation falls sho~t of

allaying all of the conce .. ns of the Bishops. They a1'e doubtless

mindful of the fact that, in the United States, the

consti tutional right to p.. ivacy has been inte1'plteted as

confe .... ing, in ceJ'tain cilfcumstances, a wight in the mothe .. to an

abortion on demand. 48

The existence of human wights statements Obliges

legislatu ..es, cou.ts and the community to addltess themselves to

fundamental questions. In the present context, these inclUde the

definition of human life, the wights of the community to p~otect

itself fwom dangexs such as typhoid and the AIDS viJ'us by

meaSllJ'es which diminish the sights of otheJ's,49 eugenics 50 and

the tJ'iage decisions that aYe daily made in hospitals to pwovide

expensive health calfe to some, but not to otheJ's who will then

die. 51 They state the standaJ'ds against which must be measuJ'ed

the rights of patents in J'espect of thei. childJ'en,52 the J'ights

of the mentally ill and of the community to endeavour to change

their human behavioulf,53 the 1'ights of the mentally J'etatded,54

the .ights of those addicted to psychotropic dJ'ugs 55 and many

othe.s.

In the inte .. national community incJ'easing, and sometimes

effective, attention has been given under the aegis of the 'I~oJlld

Health Olfganisation, to ceJ'tain comme ..cial practices which have a

setiously deletetious effect on the life and health of millions

of human beings. The largely successful effoJ't of the WOJ'ld
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CONCLUSIONS
It is not coincidental that many of the leaders of the

a se~tence of 13 years hard labour for human rights actions is a

a particle physicist. Anatoly Shcha.ansky, until recently serving

publicising alleged soviet violations of the Helsinki Accords is

dictatorships of Latin ~erica.60 Despite orthodox appeals to

physicist and a full member of the soviet Academy of Sciences.

There are many othel' scientists who could be named. 58 LawyerS ate

less prominent. So it is also in Easter~ Euwope
S9

a~d in the

the leader of the Soviet human tights movement, is a nucleat

mathematicia~ and computeI' scientist. Andrei Sakhatov, probably

human rights of millions to live a decent life.

as a response to declining sales in traditional markets, will be

of cigarettes and other tobacco products in developing countries,

to seven years hard labour and five yeats of "inte"l'nal exile" fol'

are most grievously denied are scientists. Yuri o.lov, se~tenced

battle for respect for individual rights in cou~tries where they

health) as a significant assault upon public health and thus the

seen by some (in the light of medical evidence of their danger to

the developed world. The persisting sale of Dalkon shield

united States market, as a means of exhausting supplies in poor

and developed countries is specifically alleged. 57 The promotion

contraceptive devices, long after thei_ withdrawal from the

even after these have been withdrawn from sale OI superseded in

sale of hazardous materials and products in developing countries

developing world, where they all too fwequently led to infant

movtality and malnutrit~on.S6 But the allegations persist of the

unnecessary and undesirable sale of these products in the

the mavketing of breast milk substitutes has reduced the largely

Health Orga~isation to promote the Inter~ational Code govet~ing
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distinguish political a~d scie~tific issues,61 the~e is a g.owing

debate in scientific lite.atu~e about the duty of the scie~tist,

as such, in .elation to scientific woak and the place of the

scientist as an intellectual leadev of the commu~ity. The

coincidence of nucleav fissio~, the mic.ochip and biotechnology

at the one mome~t of human histo~y - and the potential of these

developments p.ofoundly to affect, improve o. desttoy human life

_ has mobilised many members of the scientific community to a

more active conce.n about the impact of their labou'S on human

tights.

It is cleaa that the three p.incipal scientific

developments .efe••ed to have very significant implications fo~

human tights. The human 'ights debate of the futu.e must involve

as many scientists and technologists as it does lawyeys. The

catalogue of human .ights developed by 17th centu.y philosophevs,

and given f.esh impetus by the united Nations O.ganisation after

Woyld Wax II, needs f.esh conside.ation. Othe.wise statements of

human .ights will be silent upon the many u.gent and mode~n

p.oblems th.own up by science and technology today. o. ungainly

attempts will be made to stretch concepts developed for earlier

times and to applY them to situations which could not have been

conceived when the cu.rent fo.mulae of human rights weae put on

papell'.

If lawyers are to continue to play a relevant paat in

the human rights debate of the futu.e, they must become move

awave of scientific and technological advances. Otherwise they

will increasingly lack undeustanding of the questions to be

asked, let alone the answeus to be give~.
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